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Abstract—This paper presents the results obtained from a comparative
analysis of two methods for experimental data sharing. Several works related to
the topic and some approaches for processing data have been discussed.
Different technolgoies related to the web services, ways of using them and the
areas of their application are analyzed. For the purposes of the study, a web service for retrieving specific data from a behavioral experiments database was
developed. The methodology and conditions for conducting the experiments are
described. Two different indicators are analyzed, respectively: time to retrieve
the data from a database and iteration time across all records through one loop.
The results show that when retrieving thousands of records both web service
based approach and an approach based on a remote database server can be used.
However, when retrieving millions of records, the fastest approach was the one
that uses remote database server. The obtained results show that the dynamic
arrays (containing strings) iterated much faster across all data records than the
dataset approach.
Keywords—web services, web methods, experimental data, database, wsdl

1

Introduction

Experimental data are an essential part of most scientific research. In order to process and analyze these data, they should be easily shared. This aspect motivated the
research work presented in this paper. The purpose of this study is to analyze some
data sharing approaches that can be used in different ways. The data used in this study
were generated by a special hardware device (eTracker). This device can record eye
movements (per person) with a sampling frequency of 1 kHz (i.e. 1000 values per 1
second). The generated values are buffered into dynamic data structures. Then, with a
specialized application, this information is recorded in external files with a specific
file format.
In order to provide access to the stored information (for further processing and
analysis), the data must be appropriately modeled. Most often this is done when, first,
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the data are processed in the way they have been stored, then they are imported into a
pre-designed local or remote database. Also, these data can be accessed directly
through the database management system - DBMS. This approach is used in [1], and
the current work is a further development ensuing from it. Another approach through
which data can be shared is based on web services. They are platform-independent
applications that offer specific web methods. These web methods can be called
remotely from other applications. Through combining multiple web services a new
web service can be created. Thus, the web services provide the possibility of
reusability and interoperability. Such an approach is presented in this paper.
Large amounts of data can be transferred through web services as well via an
internal corporate network or over the Internet. In addition, this technology achieves
faster and more productive communication both between users and between
applications. This approach offers more effective interaction between applications
that can communicate directly with each other without user support. These
applications must discover, access, and interact automatically with other applications
through a suitable web interface. In this way, various applications can be integrated
into one large software system.
The web services are described with a specific language called WSDL (Web
Service Description Language). This language provides a mechanism by which the
web service definitions become available for the other applications. The
communication between different web services and applications is coordinated
through specific communication and transport protocols. When using web services,
both applications share a common WSDL file.
Another technology related to the web services is the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). It is built on the standard Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). This is
why the web server can manage SOAP queries and data packetscan go through
firewalls. Once the interface of a web service is defined, a way for communication
between it and other applications to exchange messages is needed. SOAP provides a
common format for these messages. This protocol is defined at a very low abstract
level and can be used by various software systems, including application servers and
database management systems. SOAP specifies the form of the query and the format
of its parameters. It is related only to the message and does not impose requirements
to the web services themselves or their consumers [2].

2

Literature Review

More and more information systems used by different organizations provide access
to data and manage different business processes using web services [3]. In order to
retrieve specific information from a data repository, it is often necessary to do it in a
universal way. This can be done through specific web methods that are often
combined into web services. These web methods provide access to certain data in real
time and can be integrated into many applications [4] and [5]. Web service based
systems are used in many areas, such as e-learning platforms [6], remote laboratory
access [7] and [8], and in systems for generating input data sets. [9].
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The web services can be used to solve various software problems. They are used to
combine different heterogeneous, decentralized and distributed systems. This means
that different applications and different data formats can be dynamically integrated.
An application of the web services related to the provision of a product lifecycle
management process is discussed in [10]. The web services are also used to integrate
different workflow management systems [11]. An approach for modeling web
services using data stored in relational databases is proposed in [12]. The user
interaction is based on the database logic, the defined data constraints, and the access
rules. The experimental results show that some existing data-centric web applications
can be used to automatically verify certain data-centric web services properties.
Another issue related to the discovery of web services has been discussed in [13]. The
different approaches used to solve this problem are explored and discussed. These
approaches are based on keywords or unique identifiers that make it possible to find a
suitable web service faster. A model is proposed to estimate the costs associated with
discovering a web service, depending on the mechanisms and protocols used.
A very important aspect of the web services is its quality (Quality of Services –
QoS) [14], as there are many similar web services available on the Internet. This is an
important factor in the development of distributed systems, service-oriented systems,
and cloud computing. A model related to the the quality of the web services based on
a conditional lexicographic approach is proposed in [15]. This approach is oriented to
both the web service functionality and other non-functional requirements, which,
however, are important for the web service requester. In addition, specialized tools are
used to monitor and control the web service quality. When the monitoring tools are
not properly used and configured, this may affect the quality of service evaluation
[16]. Other results obtained after analyzing the quality of the web services are presented in [17] and [18].
One of the main problems related to the web services is their security and stability
against attacks over the Interent. This is especially important for web sites that
provide remote rocedure call (RPC). Therefore, the problem of Denial of Service
(DoS) attack is discussed in [19], and various solutions are analyzed. What is more, a
new model is proposed to protect against this type of attack by storing the history of
the client requests. Another problem related to the security of the web services is
Cross-site Scripting (XSS) attack [20]. Different security testing techniques, such as
Penetration Testing and Fault Injection, are analyzed. These security techniques,
combined with WS-Security (WSS), guarantee the control of access to the exchanged
messages. An access control mechanism is discussed in [21]. It is implemented with a
finite state machine. This approach provides a secure environment for work flow
management in a particular organization.
For the web services it is very important how errors are processed and what
methods are used. There is a big number of strategies for solving this problem. An
overview of the well-known strategies is presented in [22]. A detailed analysis of the
time to recover the web service after an error and how the different strategies affect it
is made. The results show that, under different conditions, different strategies yield
different results. Another study related to the analysis and processing of errors occurring during the execution of web methods is presented in [23]. The experiments show
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that the proposed approach provides good results compared to other fault
classification techniques.
In order the to be used by different applications, users and corporate systems, web
services need to be easily discovered. The UDDI (Universal Description Discovery
and Integration) technology helps organizations to find the web services and get more
information about their specifics. This specific information is described in the Web
Service Definition Language (WSDL). This is an XML-based language used to
describe the details of the web services, such as web method names, variable types,
and more. The WSDL content can be downloaded from the corresponding uniform
resource identifier (URI). Some UDDI extensions that allow users to discover and call
specific web methods are presented in [24]. Another web service discovery and
selection method (suggested in [25]) is based on the case-based reasoning approach.
The proposed method was experimentally verified, using 62 real web services. The
results are good in terms of the time to retrieve the necessary information.

3

Development and use of the MVSEM web service

The development of the MVSEM (modelling of voluntary saccadic eye
movements) web service will be briefly presented in this section. This web service
will provide data from the MVSEMDM database, which is described in detail in [1].
The web service has been developed with the integrated development environment –
Visual Studio (www.visualstudio.com). The database is managed by the relational
database management system - MS SQL Server. Internet Information Services
(www.iis.net) and ASP.NET were used to publish and use the web service.
3.1

Development and use of the MVSEM web service

The MVSEM web service provides five web methods available to users. Each of
these web methods retrieves some specific information from the database and gives it
back to a specific format. The data formats can be: 'CSV' - comma separated values,
'XML' - an xml element structure, and 'ROW' - an xml structure with attributes. This
format is provided as an input parameter for each of the web methods. This web
service is available at: http://194.141.86.222/mvsemws/MvsemWebService.asmx
(Fig. 1).
The GetSubjects and GetSessions web methods are similar and give back
corresponding lists of records from the Subjects and Sessions tables. These web
methods receive an input parameter named Format (of the string type). This parameter
can accept one of three values, CSV, XML or ROW, respectively. This value
determines the data format that the web method will give back. The code of the
GetSessions web method is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. The Mvsem web service in a web browser
01[WebMethod (Description = "Web Method description...")]
02 public string GetSessions(string Format){
03
string q = "select Pk,FkSubject,Kind,Try from sessions";
04
SqlConnection conn = new SqlConnection(strConnString);
05
conn.Open();
06
SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand(q, conn);
07
SqlDataAdapter daSessions = new SqlDataAdapter(cmd);
08
DataTable dtSessions = new DataTable("sessions");
09
daSessions.Fill(dtSessions);
10
conn.Close();
11
string s = "";
12
switch (Format.ToUpper().ToString()){
13
case "CSV": {
14
s = "Pk;FkSubject;Kind;Try\n"; //header row
15
for (int i = 0; i < dtSessions.Rows.Count; i++){
16
s = s +
17
dtSessions.Rows[i]["Pk"].ToString() + ";" +
18
dtSessions.Rows[i]["FkSubject"].ToString() + ";" +
19
dtSessions.Rows[i]["Kind"].ToString() + ";" +
20
dtSessions.Rows[i]["Try"].ToString() + "\r\n";
21
}
22
break;
23
}
24
//case "XML":; case "ROW":
25
default: {s = "No correct parameter."; break;}
26
} //switch (FormatFormat.ToUpper().ToString())
27
return s;
28 }
Fig. 2. Code of the GetSessions web method (in C#)
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A connection object (conn) is created to connect to the database server (line 4).
The connection parameters are stored in the strConnString constant, which is global
for the entire web service. The connection to the database is performed by calling the
Open method of the SqlConnection object (line 5). To retrieve information from the
Sessions table, three objects were created, respectively SqlCommand, SqlDataAdapter
and DataTable (lines 6-8). The SQL query to retrieve the information from the
Sessions table is defined in line 3. This SQL statement is passed as an input parameter
of the SqlCommand's constructor (line 6). Loading data from the Sessions table into
the DataTable object is done by invoking the Fill method of the SqlDataAdapter object (line 9). Depending on the value of the Format input parameter, the text that will
be given back to the calling application is generated (lines 12 – 26). Finally, the web
method gives back the contents of the string variable s (line 27).
The GetMovementsBySessions web method gives back a list of records from the
Movements table. This web method requires two input parameters. The input parameter named Format (of the string type) has the same meaning as the GetSubjects and
GetSessions web methods. The other parameter is different. It is of the string type and
is named Sessions. This parameter may contain a list of one or more session codes
(separated by commas). The session codes can be obtained using the GetSessions web
method and passed as an input parameter to this method. The code of the GetMovementsBySessions web method is shown in Fig. 3.
01[WebMethod (Description = "Web Method description...")]
02 public string GetMovementsBySessions(
03
string Sessions, string Format){
04
string q = "select * from movements " +
05
"where FkSession in (" + Sessions + ")";
06
//connect to server, open table and retrieving data
07
string s = "";
08
switch (Format.ToUpper().ToString()){
09
//case "CSV":; case "XML":; case "ROW":; default:;
10
} //switch (Format.ToUpper().ToString())
11
return s;
12 }
Fig. 3. Code of the GetMovementsBySessions web method (in C#)

Connecting to the database server and retrieving the information is similar to the
GetSessions web method. The difference is in constructing the query in which the
value of the input parameter Sessions (line 5) is dynamically added. Depending on the
Format input parameter, the text that the web method gives back as a result is
generated (lines 8 – 10). Finally, the web method gives back the contents of the string
variable s (line 11).
The GetMaxMovement web method gives back the maximum value from the Pk
column of the Movements table. The code of this web method is shown in Fig. 4.
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01[WebMethod (Description = "Web Method description...")]
02 public int GetMaxMovement(){
03
SqlConnection conn = new SqlConnection(strConnString);
04
conn.Open();
05
string q = "select max (Pk) from movements";
06
SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand(q, conn);
07
return (Int32)cmd.ExecuteScalar();
08 }
Fig. 4. Code of the GetMaxMovement web method (in C#)

Connecting to the database server and retrieving the information is similar to other
web methods. The difference is in the given back value, which in this case is only one
number (line 7). Therefore, no data are buffered into the memory.
The GetMovementsByRange web method also gives back a list of records from the
Movements table, but the range of values is determined by the two input parameters Min and Max (of the int type). The input parameter Max can also be defined using the
GetMaxMovement web method. This web method will give back the maximum valid
Max value. The GetMovementsByRange web method also requires an input
parameter named Format (of the string type). This parameter has the same meaning as
in other web methods. The code of this web method is shown in Fig. 5.
01[WebMethod (Description = "Web Method description...")]
02 public string GetMovementsByRange(
03
int Min, int Max, string Format){
04
string q = "select * from movements where Pk between " +
05
Min.ToString() + " and " + Max.ToString();
06
//connect to server, open table and retrieving data
07
string s = "";
08
switch (Format.ToUpper().ToString()){
09
//case "CSV":; case "XML":; case "ROW":; default:;
10
} //switch (FormatFormat.ToUpper().ToString())
11
return s;
12 }
Fig. 5. Code of the GetMovementsByRange web method (in C#)

Connecting to the database server and retrieving information is similar to the
GetMovementsBySessions web method. The difference consists in constructing the
query in which the values of the input parameters Min and Max are dynamically
added (line 5). Depending on the Format input parameter, the text is generated that
the web method gives back as a result (lines 8 – 10). Finally, the web method gives
back the contents of the string variable s (line 11).
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3.2

Using the Mvsem web service

Three basic steps must be completed to integrate web methods into an application.
1) Discovering the web service. This is the process for finding the necessary information about the web service. This information includes the names of the web
methods and their parameters. The WSDL document that is associated with the
web service contains exactly this information.
2) Generating an intermediate (proxy) class. This class is an intermediary layer that
encapsulates the communication process between the application and the web service. Generally, the integrated development environments offer a case tool for automatical generating of this class. They require the address of the wsdl document
(or localization of a file containing the same information).
3) Use the proxy class to call web methods. The proxy class, which is a substitute
for the web service, declares methods that can be called in the application. These
methods in turn call the methods of the web service.
An application that uses the web methods of the Mvsem web service was
developed for this study. This application has been developed with the integrated
development environment - RAD Studio (www.embarcadero.com/products/radstudio). The WSDL document that was used to generate the proxy class is posted on
the Internet at:
http://194.141.86.222/mvsemws/MvsemWebService.asmx?wsdl

The proxy class declaration is presented in Fig. 6.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12

type MvsemWebServiceSoap = interface(IInvokable)
['{02000BCB-1BF5-BE02-B189-4E1D756D6FD9}']
function GetSubjects(Format: string): string; stdcall;
function GetSessions(Format: string): string; stdcall;
function GetMaxMovement: Integer; stdcall;
function GetMovementsBySessions(Sessions: string;
Format: string): string; stdcall;
function GetMovementsByRange(Min: Integer; Max: Integer;
Format: string): string; stdcall;
end;
function GetMvsemWebServiceSoap(UseWSDL: Boolean;
Addr: string; HTTPRIO: THTTPRIO): MvsemWebServiceSoap;
Fig. 6. Code of the proxy class declaration (in Delphi language)

The MvsemWebServiceSoap class implements the IInvokable interface by adding
functions (methods) corresponding to the web methods of the web service (lines 3-9).
Each function contains the corresponding list of parameters (as described in the
WSDL document). However, the types of the parameters are specific to the particular
programming language. The GetMvsemWebServiceSoap function gives back an
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object of the proxy class (lines 11-12). Through this object, the application can call
(in the source code) the functions that are declared in the proxy class.
A working session with the developed application is presented in Fig. 7. This application has also an additional feature to measure the execution time of each web
method.

Fig. 7. A working session with the web service based application

The Mvsem web service can also be integrated into applications that are developed
with other development environments, such as C ++ Builder or Visaul Basic.

4

Experimental results

4.1

Methodology of the experiments

The aim is to analyze two different approaches for retrieving data from a database,
respectively: a web service based and a database server.
For the purposes of the experiments, a second application was developed. It
retrieves data directly from the database server. A working session with this
application is shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. A working session with the database server based application

This application has the same functionality as the web service based application.
The application's user interface has appropriate controls for defining the parameters of
the sql query that is sent for execution to the database server. This application also has
a function to measure the execution time of the sql query.
The experimental conditions were as follows: a computer with 64–bit OS Windows
10 Pro, x64–based processor and hardware configuration: Processor: Intel (R) Core
(TM) i7–6700HQ CPU at 2.60 GHz; RAM: 8GB DDR3, and remote server with 64bit OS Windows Server 2012R2, x64-based processor and hardware configuration:
Processor: Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5645 CPU at 2.40GHz 2.39GHz; RAM: 16GB DDR3.
The Internet connection bandwidth is 100 Mbps (download speed: 53.57 Mbps; upload speed: 48.71 Mbsp; ping: 9 ms).
4.2

Time to retrieve the records and time for their iteration

With the web service based application it was revealed that the time to retrieve a
large number of rows (for example hundreds of thousands) is unacceptably long. It
was also found out that better results are obtained when the data is retrieved in smaller
blocks (e.g. 600 records in each). These data blocks are merged into a single block in
this case in a dynamic array. The results of these experiments are presented in Table 1
and Fig. 9.
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Table 1. Time to retrieve 15,000 records at a different data block size.

Block size
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
650
700
750
800

Time (ms)
2703
2437
2281
2250
2016
2172
2093
2110
1813
1968
2168
2250
2485

Fig. 9. Influence of the data block size on the
retrieving time.

The execution time is the shortest when the data block size is set to 600.
The time to retrieve data from the Movements table was measured. Also, the time
to iterate all records was measured. These values are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Average retrieving and interating time (in milliseconds) for different numbers of
records using web service based and sql server based application.

Records

SQL Server

100,000
200,000
300,000
400,000
500,000
600,000
700,000
800,000
900,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
3,000,000
4,000,000
5,000,000
6,000,000
7,000,000
8,000,000
9,000,000
10,000,000
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1,266
2,203
4,063
5,734
6,703
7,766
8,922
10,159
11,453
12,048
26,078
40,937
51,391
63,391
76,547
85,343
97,547
111,734
129,156

Web Service
13,109
27,203
40,594
55,765
61,610
78,875
87,406
103,969
111,703
130,578
248,265
434,464
703,831
1,006,479
1,328,552
1,607,548
1,864,756
2,144,469
2,444,695

Loop in
DataSet
1,609
3,125
4,812
6,422
8,015
9,750
11,266
12,766
13,984
15,953
31,328
47,453
64,047
81,625
94,625
112,688
128,953
142,203
159,531

Loop in
Array
141
243
375
516
609
750
875
1,016
1,156
1,250
2,531
4,429
7,175
10,260
13,543
16,387
19,828
23,397
26,906
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The time required for the two applications to retrieve a certain number of records
(between 100,000 and 10,000,000) was compared in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Comparison of retrieving time (in minets) of a different number of records (from
100,000 to 10,000,000) for the different data retrieving approaches

The times required for the two applications to iterate all records (from 100,000 to
10,000,000) were compared in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Comparison of time needed to iterate over all records (in seconds) from 100,000 to
10,000,000 for both approaches
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It was observed that the web service based application retrieves the records much
slower than the sql server based application. This can be explained by the fact that
data from the web service based application are converted several times before they
reach the application. Moreover, the self-descriptive syntax of the XML language
requires the use of two markers (opening and closing) to describe each value.
With a linear increase in the number of records, the retrieving time also increases
linearly in all the cases. The retrieving time is acceptable for both approaches when
the number of records is in the range between 100,000 and 1,000,000. However, with
the web service based approach, the retrieving time significantly increases when the
number of records becomes larger than 1,000,000.
From the chart in Fig. 11, it is evident that the linear increase of the records number increases linearly the time for iteration. Dynamic arrays and data sets are iterated
relatively quickly. The difference in performance is seconds when the number of
records is between 100,000 and 1,000,000 and minutes when the number of records is
between 1,000,000 and 10,000,000. For instance, for 1,000,000 records, the iteration
of a data set takes about 12.76 times more time (in seconds) than if a dynamic array is
used. However, when the number of records is 10,000,000, the data set iteration takes
about 5.93 times more time than the dynamic array, but in minutes.

5

Summary and conslusions

Based on the analysis of the existing data retrieving approaches, two different ways
of using them, as well as the areas of their application were discussed in detail. Also,
two different indicators were analyzed, respectively: time for retrieving data from a
database and iteration time through all records. The obtained results showed that for
retrieving a large number of records (in the order of hundreds of thousands of rows),
the web service based approach and the remote database server based approach are a
good choice. Regarding the data retrieving time, the approach using dynamic arrays
outperforms that based on data sets.
Finally, it can be pointed out that retreaving data directly from a database server is
faster than using web services. In addition, the data size can be very large and the
time for retrieving is acceptable. The disadvantage is that specific data access
technology is used, which may impose requirements on the operating system and
computer memory. There are no such requirements when using web services. In other
words, the main advantage of the web services is that they are platform independent.
Depending on the specific needs of the particular study, one or the other approach or a
combination of them may be chosen.

6
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